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THE INTEGRATION OF DECORATIVE CONCEPTS with their technical implications is 
necessary for long duration human space-flight in order not to jeopardize the 
whole mission. The human system needs to be reflected in respect to the 
implications of living in extreme environments. Major factors to take into 
consideration when planning a habitat are the socio-psychological factors 
and, within that, the interaction of the crew and their relationship amongst 
them. ¶ Relationships form the basis of our human existence. Compared to 
“normal” life on Earth, the relevance of social interactions increases 
considerably when individuals live under extreme conditions in a harsh 
environment. Decor embodies human relationships; after all, it focuses on how 
relationships between inhabitants leave traces on their environment. 
 
I PASSED INTO HIS ROOM BAREFOOT and watched him curled in sleep, unconscious, 
the golden veils of his eyelashes shadowing his cheeks, one arm thrown out 
into the streak of light falling on him from the hall. It takes a lot to wake 
him (you can almost mount Davy in his sleep) but I was too shaken to start 
right away and only squatted down by the mattress he sleeps on, tracing with 
my fingertips the patterns the hair made on his chest broad high up, over the 
muscles, then narrowing toward his delicate belly (which rose and fell with 
his breathing), the line of hair to below the navel, and then that suddenly 
stiff blossoming of the pubic hair in which his relaxed genitals nestled 
gently, like a rosebud. 
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DECOR EMBODIES HUMAN RELATION-
SHIPS; after all, it focuses on 
how relationships between 
inhabitants leave traces on 
their environment. ¶ “Living in 
extreme conditions” is a 
somewhat ambiguous concept. It 
refers to the relationship 
humans have to an environment, 
which they can only experience 
with technical aids and 
instruments, an environment that 
is physically tangible to begin 
with but leaves traces in the 
realm of psychology. In this 

sense, “living in extreme conditions” also refers to an extreme psychological 
situation, a “psychological environment” that can also have physical impact 
on the individual.

ASTRONAUTS MUST COPE with the effects of withdrawing from the macrosociety; 
they will be confronted with social challenges within the microsociety. 
Unlike the usual acquaintance process through which people get to know one 
another gradually and against a backdrop of other developing and continuing 
relationships, space missions will involve intense contact with very few 
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people. ¶ Acquaintance processes are thus likely to be forced, rapid, and 
relatively unbalanced by alternative relationships. Also, prolonged isolation 
and confinement appear to magnify the effects of attitudinal dissimilarities, 
need incompatibilities, annoying habits, irritating mannerisms, and other 
sources of interpersonal friction, while reducing the opportunity to express 
dissatisfaction. For example, under conditions of isolation and confinement 
antagonisms are frequently suppressed, apparently because of fear that their 
expression could spark a conflict with unacceptably costly consequences. 
 
I NUDGED HIM GENTLY and he shivered a little, bringing his legs together and 
spreading his arms; with my forefinger I made a transient white line on his 
neck. Little Davy was half-filled by now, which is a sign that Davy wants to 
be knelt over. I obliged, sitting across his thighs, and bending over him 
without touching his body, kissed him again and again on the mouth, the neck, 
the face, the shoulders. ¶ He is very, very exciting. He’s very beautiful, my 
classic mesomorphic monster-pet. Putting one arm under his shoulders to lift 
him up, I rubbed my nipples over his mouth, first one and then the other, 
which is nice for as both, and as he held on to my upper arms and let his 
head fall back, I pulled him to me, kneading his back muscles, kneading his 
buttocks, sliding down to the mattress with him. Little Davy is entirely 
filled out now. 
 
SO LOVELY: Davy with his head thrown 
to one side, eyes closed, his strong 
fingers clenching and unclenching. 
He began to arch his back, as his 
sleepiness made him a little too 
quick for me, so I pressed Small 
Davy between thumb and forefinger 
just enough to slow him down and 
then — when I felt like it — 
playfully started to mount him, 
rubbing the tip of him, nipping him 
a little on the neck. His breathing 
in my ear, fingers convulsively 
closing on mine. I played with him a 
little more, tantalizing him, then 
swallowed him whole like a 
watermelon seed — so fine inside! 
with Davy moaning, his tongue inside 
my mouth, his blue gaze shattered, 
his whole body uncontrollably 
arched, all his sensation 
concentrated in the place where I 
held him. 
 
“WHO IS GOING TO BE MUM?” someone 
invariably asked, and whoever was 
nearest to the coffee began pouring, 
while others handed around the cups, 
the milk and sugar. Thomson usually 
dominated the conversation, and 
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:                                   : 
:               ZONES               :                  
:                                   : 
:  (1) Private zone: personal       : 
:  stowage, away from noisy         : 
:  equipment. Individual crew       : 
:  activities such as sleeping,     : 
:  reading, personal communica-     : 
:  tions, sexual relations. (2)     : 
:  Hygiene zone: whole body         : 
:  cleansing in privacy, changing   : 
:  clothes. (3) Work zone: where    : 
:  crew exercises, trains, and      : 
:  works mostly on their own. Keep  : 
:  the crew busy. Greenhouses can   : 
:  have psychological and scienti-  : 
:  fic benefits: fresh chives,      : 
:  food add-ons, taking care of an  :       
:  organic thing which changes      : 
:  and grows etc. (4) Translation   : 
:  nodes: such as corridor inter-   : 
:  sections (for spontaneous or     : 
:  intended meeting ). (5) Social   :  
:  or communal zone: designed for   : 
:  group interaction (dining,       : 
:  wardroom, entertainment area,    : 
:  role playing.                    : 
:                                   : 
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recounted to the juniors tales of his past experience, to which they 
patiently listened. These were stories they’d heard often enough, and would 
hear many times again before they left the ship. It was not however a lengthy 
ordeal. ¶ After half an hour or so, the master would suddenly announce, 
“Well, I suppose I’ll go up and do my book of words,” and vanished. As a 
rule, he was followed by the chief engineer. The departure of the two most 
senior officers brought a distinct lightening of atmosphere to the room; but 
however much it lightened, the mood of the wardroom always remained somewhat 
formal and well-mannered. There was seldom any horseplay or ribaldry. ¶ One 
was again aware of the social lassitude of long confinement: the quality of 
desultory and inactive converse that is not listlessness but rather that 
emptiness of real mutual interest that settles upon men who have heard each 
other out too often. And one was aware not so much of the remoteness of the 
world at large but of most of the ship itself; it was the feeling of being 
inside a walled-in community upon one end of an otherwise uninhabited island 
whose opposite shore few ever bothered to visit and some scarcely knew, and 
which one actually had to wonder about from time to time. 
 
“AN IDEA FOR THE SMOKING ROOM? All right, here’s one: blue for the walls — a 
ferocious blue. The carpet purple — a purple that plays second fiddle to the 
blue of the walls. Against that you needn’t be afraid of using as much black 
as you like and a splash of gold in the furniture and ornaments.” ¶ “Yes, 
you’re right, Fred. But it will be rather drastic with all those strong 
colors. It’s going to look rather charmless without a lighter note somewhere 
. . . a white vase or a statue.” ¶ “Nonsense,” he interrupted rather sharply. 
“The white vase you want will be me — me, stark naked. And we mustn’t forget 
a cushion or some thingumabob in pumpkin-red for when I’m running about stark 
naked in the smoking-room.” 
 
I DON’T DO THIS OFTEN, but that time I made him come by slipping a finger up 
his anus: convulsions, fires, crying in no words as the sensation was pulled 
out of him. If I had let him take more time, I would have climaxed with him, 
but he’s stiff for quite a while after he comes and I prefer that; I like the 
after-tremors and the after-hardness, slipperier and more pliable than 
before; Davy has an eerie malleability at those times. ¶ I grasped him 
internally, I pressed down on him, enjoying in the one act his muscular 
throat, the hair under his arms, his knees, the strength of his back and 
buttocks, his beautiful face, the fine skin on the inside of his thighs. 
Kneaded and bruised him, hiccoughing inside with all my architecture: little 
buried rod, swollen lips and grabby sphincter, the flexing half-moon under 
the pubic bone. And everything else in the vicinity, no doubt. ¶ I’d had him. 
Davy was mine. Sprawled blissfully over him — I was discharged down to my 
fingertips but still quietly throbbing — it had really been a good one. His 
body now warm and wet under me and inside me. 
 
IT IS UNWISE TO SIMPLY “GIVE PEOPLE WHAT THEY WANT”. Human preferences for 
surface colors and textures are exceptionally labile, being strongly 
influenced by individual tastes, the context in which the judgment is made, 
and even the time of day. People also tend to choose on the basis of a 
conscious image, which is highly affected by the status quo. ¶ There is by 
now a “standard image” of a spaceship interior, but there is no guarantee 
that it would meet behavioral performance criteria. Perceptual richness 
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allows for altering individual group spaces by the people utilizing them 
through the use of colored panels, colored lights, tactile material, and 
furniture. Design flexibility to allow change and alteration is important.  
Fixed forms only satisfy those crew members with similar aesthetic values. 
There is ego involvement in the ability to change one’s own environment at 
any point in the mission. 
 
IN ANCIENT GREEK MYTHOLOGY, the chief source of symbolic thought in the West, 
the arts were personified in the divine figures of the Muses, sister deities 
who both oversaw and celebrated human knowledge. They were the daughters of 
Zeus, father of all the gods, and Mnemosyne, the goddess of memory. Their 
power lay in their gift to humankind of mnemosyne, the capacity to 
contemplate simultaneously all things from the past, the present, and the 
future. ¶ They also gave them lesmosyne, or oblivion — the ability to forget 
suffering and anxiety. If we really listen to the voices that emerge from the 
depths of time, we see that the myth of the origin of art in the 
Mediterranean world is rooted in knowing how to use, but also how to distance 
oneself from mnemosyne, the right and responsibility of memory that makes up 
half of the divine gift of art. ¶ Mnemosyne is too often misunderstood as the 
whole gift and distorted into an exclusive and obligatory responsibility. We 
must also allow the Muses to lavish us with lesmosyne; it is the other half 
of the gift, the right and responsibility of forgetting, which compensates 
and counterbalances memory. ¶ Once our sensibility is relieved for a time of 
the heavy baggage of historical knowledge, or organizing conventions and of 
intellectual representations, it can be restored to a well-balanced 
relationship with the body of things. 
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